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EYES & EARS
WHILE YOU’RE AWAY

ACTION-CS SURVEILLANCE SERVICES POWERED BY & IN PARTNER WITH ACTI CAMERA SYSTEMS

The Action-CS Voice Down adapter  
allows for easy and seamless integration of  
speakers, strobe lights, and a microphone 
into a vandal-resistant and weatherproof 
housing. 

This adapter can be ceiling, pole mounted, or bracket mounted 
onto new or existing IP cameras to enhance and update the  
security functionality of the property. With no additional wiring 
needed to power this device, only the camera’s existing CAT5E/6 
cable is necessary to power this voice down and control it while 
providing power to the existing camera via POE.

You can now trigger lights and audio by events through your NVR or 
manually through your NVR and have two-way or one-way  
communication through a camera location. This greatly enhances 
your security and deters any would be criminal activity from  
occurring.  Your customers have the ability to trigger strobe lights 
and communicate with a perpetrator through a camera location 
with ease by using their already installed and native  
NVR system.

VOICE  
DOWN

Go live with a few simple steps!

01
Simply mount the 
camera to the voice 
down

02
Plug in the network 
cable from the  
camera to the voice 
down adapter 04

Hook up the audio 
and alarm outputs 
and you are live!

03
Then plug in the  
original CAT5E/6 
cable into the voice 
down input

PAT E N T P E N D I N G

ACTIVE DETERRENCE 
WITH STROBE LIGHTS & 

LOUDSPEAKERS

https://action-cs.com/
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ACTION-CS SURVEILLANCE SERVICES POWERED BY & IN PARTNER WITH ACTI CAMERA SYSTEMS

SPECIFICATIONS
VOICE DOWN

Sound (4) 60 watt audio output with IP67 rated speakers

Lights (3) 18 watt LED red/blue strobe lights with (6) 3 watt LED’s each in IP65 rated housing

Microphone (1) IP67 rated omnidirectional condenser mic

Dimensions 5.5” X 5.9” X 5.3” (HxWxD)

Casing Aluminum powder coated, vandal-resistant housing

Housing IP34 rated for outdoor environments

Power POE+ powered with POE pass through to the camera

Camera Outputs MIC, RJ45 POE

Camera Inputs Alarm Out, 3.5mm Audio, 2 - wire Audio Terminal
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